
With workstream collaboration now layered on top of the 
ongoing PBX-replacement infrastructure and network issues 
related to the intricacies of UC systems, IT teams find 
themselves more challenged than ever. Adding in the high 
expectations of associated productivity gains and always-on 
reliability, IT teams face the added responsibility of planning  
and deployment of complex and multifaceted collaboration  
and communications ecosystems.

Unify Square Consulting Services are designed to help enable 
outstanding experiences for enterprise meetings, chats, and  
calls. We can guide you and resolve issues at every point along  

the way – from determining the right workstream collaboration 
platform for your business, restarting stalled deployments,  
or overcoming employee resistance to the new technology.  
Our dedicated consulting team builds a powerful relationship 
with you and works across your organization to ensure IT staff 
and business decision makers have the right information  
and tools to move forward. 

Workstream collaboration and unified communications are our 
business and we will help you get the most out of your collabo-
ration ecosystem – whether it’s on-prem, in the cloud, or hybrid.

Expert Partners for Your Entire Collaboration  
and Communications Journey

Consulting Services

Signature Services

Unified Communications RightTrack™

Collaboration Security RightTrack™

Unified Communications HealthCheck

Network Readiness Service

Site Transformation Accelerator (STA)

Bespoke Consulting
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SIGNATURE CONSULTING SERVICES 

About Unify Square

Unify Square’s software and services optimize and enhance the world’s largest collaboration and communication deployments, helping businesses 
manage and secure their meetings, chats & calls. The company’s PowerSuite software creates a unified dashboard to surface actionable insights 
and help manage collaboration platforms — optimizing and transforming performance health and user effectiveness.

Headquartered in Bellevue, Washington, Unify Square also has offices in the United Kingdom, 
Germany, Switzerland, India, Australia and Lithuania. We invite you to learn more. 

Contact sales@unifysquare.com or visit unifysquare.com.

Unified Communications RightTrack™
Certified consultants will assess your current voice-specific situation and business goals and then apply industry and  
Unify Square best practices to develop a customized, ready-for-execution approach unique to your environment. By helping  
you manage end-to-end service quality, we will kick-start your Microsoft or Zoom transformation in less than 30 days – and  
get you on track with a detailed, voice-centric solution that’s right for you.

Collaboration Security RightTrack™
With the introduction of collaboration to your communications stack, there are additional considerations to keep in mind, such  
as increased collaboration and visibility. The Collaboration Security RightTrack™ manages the balance between collaboration  
and security by creating a collaboration information map that will lead to a living policy model for stakeholders to be aware of 
without limiting the productivity benefits of workstream collaboration applications.

Unified Communications HealthCheck
Better optimize an existing deployment or de-risk the roll-out and coexistence of a hybrid deployment with a UC HealthCheck.  
This service focuses on customers’ existing system and helps with adherence to industry and Unify Square best practices.  
The HealthCheck has been designed to highlight any inefficiencies or issues in a deployment, as well as flagging any potential 
blockers to long term goals that may occur during upgrades or migrations.

Network Readiness Service
As part of an overall cloud readiness assessment, the Network Readiness Service conducts a WAN and WiFi network assessment 
for on-prem, cloud and hybrid environments, tests for signal strength, same channel overlap, NMOS degradation, and connected 
access points. Our consultants provide network recommendations, customizable survey locations, and reporting & analytics to 
help ensure your team is ready for business success with your system deployment.

Site Transformation Accelerator (STA)
The STA enables site-by-site deployments of Enterprise Voice by setting up either Cloud PBX or on-premises servers across 
the globe to help IT rapidly transform multiple sites simultaneously, while supporting end users and technology systems with 
optimum performance. By adding PowerSuite into the mix, data collection and tracking capabilities provide you with 24×7x365 
expert support to help further automate and stabilize the deployment process.

Bespoke Consulting
Your needs may not fit neatly into any one of our above services. With Bespoke Consulting, our certified experts create a signature 
service to help you tackle any challenge. By leveraging our experts to help assess your collaboration roadmap, Unify Square’s 
consultants will provide health and stability insurance, scalable operational efficiency, improved end user adoption, and significant 
cost savings. 


